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Est. Toll of Hurricane Ian: Deaths-120, Damage-$40 Billion



Ian’s	Path	of	destruction



Ian’s	Path	of	destruction



Our	world	is	in	the	red	zone

We are HERE



Emissions	and	Temperature	Variance
are	at	record	highs



US	Billion-Dollar	Disasters	by	Year	
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Macro	Math	:	Current	investor	analysis





Climate	has	become	a	Megatrend

“Megatrends are powerful technological, 
economic, and social forces that develop from 
a groundswell (early adoption), move into the 
mainstream (mass market), and disrupt the 
status quo (mature market), driving change, 

productivity, and ultimately growth 
opportunities for companies, industries, and 

entire economies.” 

—John Naisbitt, “Megatrends”



The	DOE	is	actively	touting	nuclear,	at	last!





PRI	Assets	&	Signatories





Young	people	want	climate	action



ESG	Mutual	Funds	and	ETFs



Sustainable	Debt

Source: BloombergNEF



The decision highlights Tesla’s problems with the “S” and “G,” 
while Elon Musk calls the metrics system  “a scam.”







Corporate	Off-Takers	of	Renewables

Source: IEA, Top Corporate off-takers, 2019 (ltbl=solar, dkbl=wind)
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/charts/top-corporate-off-takers-2019

Solar Purchases

Wind Purchases















Global	Venture	Financing	2014	- Q1’22



Renewable	Energy	Deal	Size



Nuclear	Venture	Funding





Nucleation	Capital:	The	first	advanced	
nuclear-focused	climate	venture	fund



Nucleation’s	First	Year	portfolio





APPLY



The looming twin challenges of climate change and energy production 
are too big to be tackled by known solutions and time-honored 
traditions. Incremental remedies are fine for incremental problems, 
but they are insufficient for monumental, potentially life-altering 
threats, which need to be approached with a disruptive mindset. 
There are 5 billion people coveting the energy-rich lifestyles currently 
enjoyed by 500 million people, mostly in the developed world.     

Incremental technology progress will not
satisfy this craving. We need non-linear

jumps in technologies — Technological 
Black Swans! We can invent these        
future technologies.

—Vinod Khosla

About	Black	Swans
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